Manage all your room systems technology easily and proactively--on one platform.

Keeping your organization connected and productive in today’s world is more complicated than ever. Hybrid working, HyFlex learning, hotdesking, hoteling, it all means adding more technology to more spaces in more diverse locations. And that means more for you to manage.

Keeping all your technology up and running doesn’t have to have you on the run. There’s an easier way—the Crestron XiO Cloud Technology Operations Management Platform.

No more chasing down issues after they’ve impacted your organization. No more maxed out resources. No more navigating a maze of devices, firmware updates and multiple management systems. No more budgeting for new technology without actionable data and valuable insights.

All your technology. Not just Crestron technology.
Yes, you can have one single management platform for all your technology including 3rd party devices. You can increase your teams’ productivity, improve efficiencies, and manage any type and number of spaces from local to global. That’s exactly what the Crestron XiO Cloud platform is designed to do for you.

ONE PLATFORM HELPS
You:
• Optimize technology operations
• Maximize room uptime efficiently and at scale
• Enable control over every room with no additional hardware or software

Your team:
• Support rooms remotely
• Maintain operational standards
• Manage device lifecycles
• Gain enhanced insights

Your room systems may be ready to connect now.
Implementing increased efficiency and greater productivity is closer than you think. Many of your devices may be ready now. The Crestron XiO Cloud platform:

Natively supports Crestron products, and Crestron Connected® devices
Helps you extend device coverage by monitoring all 3rd party devices via the Crestron XiO Cloud Gateway (requires ethernet connection).
Support Rooms Remotely

- Automated, event-based alerts to laptop or mobile
- Control and troubleshoot devices remotely to troubleshoot and resolve issues efficiently
- Integrate support workflows such as ServiceNow for greater efficiency

Benefits
Proactively resolve issues before they cause interruptions, problems, frustrations, and meeting delays

Maintain Operational Standards

- One single dashboard
- View every device license and firmware/software version
- Monitor device lifecycles

Benefits
Schedule updates, budget, and forecast more efficiently

Manage Device Lifecycles

- Manage individual devices, groups of devices, or all your devices at once
- Deploy standard room configurations
- Remotely push firmware and software updates
- Establish event schedules for turning devices on/off

Benefits
Save time, increase room uptime, and mitigate risks

Gain Enhanced Insights

- Automatically collect room and device usage data
- Understand usage, frequency of use, and connectivity
- Generate reports
- Always evolving for the most advanced visibility and reporting

Benefits
A deeper, detailed view of your technology for more effective forecasting, planning, and budgeting

Start maximizing room uptime, optimizing technology and keep your organization working at its very best.

Crestron XiO Cloud Technology Operations Management Platform